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• Syntax 

• What is the structure of language elements? 

• What constructs does a language provide? 

• How are these constructs organized in categories? 

• Semantics and types

• What is the meaning of language elements?

• What are the types of language phrases?

Key questions
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• General purpose programming languages 

• Functional languages 

• Imperative languages 

• … 

• Domain-specific languages 

• Finite state machine language 

• …

What sorts of languages are of interest?
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A DSL for finite state machines (FSMs)

2 2 Story of a language

turnstile (hub or spider) and insert their valid ticket into the turnstile’s card
reader, when they want to reach the platform in a legal manner. The Acme
architects and the customer agree on the basic functionality for turnstiles in
a meeting, where they draw an FSM on the whiteboard.

Illustration 2.1 (A turnstile FSM in visual notation on the whiteboard).

n

FSML (its visual notation) is quickly explained with the example at hand.
Finite state machines comprise of states (nodes) and transitions (edges). The
initial state of the machine is indicated through the bolder border. There are
these states in the example:

locked The turnstile is locked. No passenger is allowed to pass.
unlocked The turnstile is unlocked. A passenger may pass.
exception A problem has occurred and metro personnel needs to intervene.

Each transition connects two states and is annotated by two parts e/a, an
event e and an action a, where the latter is optional. The event may be
triggered by a user or a sensor. An event causes a transition. The action
corresponds to functionality to be performed or an actor to be addressed
upon transition. Transitions are directed. The source of a transition is the
source state; the target of a transition is the target state. The turnstile FSM
involves these events:

What’s the 
semantics of FSM? 

When is an FSM 
well-formed?

A FSM for a ‘turnstile’ 
in a metro system
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An imperative program for 
Euclidian division

{ 
  // Sample operands for Euclidian division 
  x = 14; 
  y = 4;  

  // Compute quotient q=3 and remainder r=2 
  q = 0; 
  r = x; 
  while (r >= y) { 
     r = r - y; 
     q = q + 1;  
  } 
}

What’s the 
semantics of the 

program? 
Is it well-typed?
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A functional program for “!”

-- The factorial function 
factorial :: Int -> Int 
factorial x = 
  if ((==) x 0) 
    then 1 
    else ((*) x (factorial ((-) x 1))) 

-- Apply the function to 5 
main = print $ factorial 5 -- Prints 120

What’s the 
semantics of the 

program? 
Is it well-typed?
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• Tree-based abstract syntax

• Basics of interpretation 

• Big-step operational semantics 

• Small-step operational semantics 

• Type systems 

• Denotational semantics 

• Abstract interpretation 

• Lambda calculus 

• System F

Lectures
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Textual versus tree-based abstract syntax 
of a conditional expression

Concrete
syntax

Abstract
 syntax

Text Tree Tree as term

if true 
  then zero 
  else succ zero

 if(true, 

   zero, 

   succ(zero)).

if

true zero succ

zero

N.B.: abstract syntax is relevant in programming language 
theory as foundation for defining semantics of programs and 

type systems.
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Application of an interpreter of 
a simple imperative programming language

4 5 Basics of metaprogramming

Object-program syntax Define the abstract syntax of the interpreted object
language within the metalanguage.

Semantic domains Define the result type of interpretation and all other
types that are needed for intermediate results or additional inputs of inter-
pretation. We refer to these types as semantic domains. Identify relevant
operations on the semantic domains, e.g., arithmetic operations on number
types or lookup and update operations on maps.

Informal semantics Describe the semantics of interpretation informally.
Each pattern of the abstract syntax needs to be covered.

Test cases Set up test cases that explain how one expects to use the inter-
preter. That is, provide object programs and interpretation results and all
additional details needed.

Implementation Implement an interpreter with one case per pattern of the
abstract syntax according to the informal semantics. To this end, designate
a recursive function (procedure or method) to each syntactic category.

n

In the sequel, we apply the interpreter recipe to a few more languages. We
will encounter additional aspects of interpretation: stores, environments, and
stepwise interpretation.

5.1.2 Interpretation with stores

Let us now discuss interpretation of imperative programs, thereby encoun-
tering concepts such as assignment and control flow. We pick the fabricated
imperative programming language BIPL for this purpose. Here is a sample
program represented as a Haskell term; concrete syntax is shown for clarity
in the Haskell comment.

Illustration 5.3 (A BIPL program for Euclidian division).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Sample

≠≠ // Compute quotient q and remainder r for dividing x by y
≠≠ q = 0; r = x; while (r >= y) { r = r ≠ y; q = q + 1; }
euclideanDiv :: Stmt
euclideanDiv =

Seq (Assign "q" (IntConst 0)) (Seq (Assign "r" (Var "x"))
(While

(Binary Geq (Var "r") (Var "y"))
(Seq (Assign "r" (Binary Sub (Var "r") (Var "y")))

(Assign "q" (Binary Add (Var "q") (IntConst 1))))))
n

An interpreter for an imperative language such as BIPL needs to maintain
a store (i.e., a variable assignments). The execution of statements may modify

5.1 Interpretation 5

the store, as assignments may be performed. The evaluation of expression
observes the store. The simple BIPL language does not permit side e�ects
in expressions. The notion of store is generally important in interpretation;
it is needed whenever interpreting imperative programs. Here is the informal
semantics for BIPL:

Statement execution

• Skip: The given store is returned, as is.
• Assign x e: The right-hand side expression e is evaluated to a value which

is then assigned to the variable x in the given store.
• Seq s1 s2: Statement s1 is interpreted first. Statement s2 is interpreted

second. Thus, the e�ects are incurred from left to right.
• If e s1 s2: The expression e must evaluate to a Boolean value, say b. If b

equals True, then statement execution proceeds with s1; if b equals False,
then statement execution proceeds with s2.

• While e s: The while loop is executed as If e (Seq s (While e s))Skip. That is,
if the condition e holds, then the body s is executed followed by the
same while loop again. If the condition does not hold, then the Skip
statement is executed.

Expression evaluation

• IntConst i: The literal i is returned as an integer value.
• Var x: The given store must assign a value to the variable x; this value

is the result of evaluation.
• Unary o e and Binary o e1 e2: The operands must be evaluated to values

of suitable types and the symbol o is interpreted as an operation of the
metalanguage and it is applied to the operands’ values.

Accordingly, there are these semantic domains.

Illustration 5.4 (Semantic domains of a BIPL interpreter).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Domains

≠≠ Results of expression evaluation
type Value = Either Int Bool
≠≠ Stores as maps from variable names to values
type Store = Map String Value

n

When defining the type Store, we use Haskell’s library type Map to model
stores as maps (say, dictionaries) from variable names to values. Here is how
we expect to use the interpreter.

Interactive Haskell session:

I execute euclideanDivision (fromList [("x", Left 13), ("y", Left 4)])
fromList [("q",Left 3),("r",Left 2),("x",Left 14),("y",Left 4)]
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A Haskell-based interpreter

5.1 Interpretation 5

the store, as assignments may be performed. The evaluation of expression
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Haskell module Language.BIPL.Domains

≠≠ Results of expression evaluation
type Value = Either Int Bool
≠≠ Stores as maps from variable names to values
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n

When defining the type Store, we use Haskell’s library type Map to model
stores as maps (say, dictionaries) from variable names to values. Here is how
we expect to use the interpreter.

Interactive Haskell session:

I execute euclideanDivision (fromList [("x", Left 13), ("y", Left 4)])
fromList [("q",Left 3),("r",Left 2),("x",Left 14),("y",Left 4)]

6 5 Basics of metaprogramming

Thus, we start from a store with suitable arguments "x" and "y" for division;
interpretation returns a store with the variables "x" and "y" bound to the
original operands set up at the beginning of the program and with "q" and
"r" bound to the expected quotient and remainder. We are ready to present
the interpreter.

Illustration 5.5 (A BIPL interpreter).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Interpreter

≠≠ Execution of statements
execute :: Stmt æ Store æ Store
execute Skip m = m
execute (Assign x e) m = insert x (evaluate e m) m
execute (Seq s1 s2) m = execute s2 (execute s1 m)
execute (If e s1 s2) m = execute (if b then s1 else s2) m where Right b = evaluate e m
execute (While e s) m = execute (If e (Seq s (While e s)) Skip) m

≠≠ Evaluation of expressions
evaluate :: Expr æ Store æ Value
evaluate (IntConst i) _ = Left i
evaluate (Var x) m = m!x
evaluate (Unary o e) m = uop o (evaluate e m)
evaluate (Binary o e1 e2) m = bop o (evaluate e1 m) (evaluate e2 m)

≠≠ Interpretation of unary operators
uop :: UOp æ Value æ Value
uop Negate (Left i) = Left (negate i)
uop Not (Right b) = Right (not b)

≠≠ Interpretation of binary operators
bop :: BOp æ Value æ Value æ Value
bop Add (Left i1) (Left i2) = Left (i1+i2)
...

n

Exercise 5.4 (Interpretation for BIPL without throwing). [Basic level]
The interpreter ‘throws’ when i) a variable is used in an expression without
a value in current store, ii) a unary or binary operation finds an operands of
an unsuitable type, or iii) a condition of an if statement does not evaluate to
a Boolean value. Revise the interpreter so that it returns Nothing of Haskell’s
Maybe type in these cases. n

Exercise 5.5 (Parameterless procedures). [Basic level]
Extend the BIPL interpreter of Section 5.1.2 to incorporate procedures with-
out parameters. A procedure is a named abstraction of a statement. There is
a new statement form for calling a procedure. For simplicity, let us assume
that procedures can only be declared at the top level of a program. n
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Big-step operational semantics of 
a simple imperative language

14 8 Operational semantics

m „ skip #‰ m [SKIP]

m „ e #‰ v

m „ assign(x,e) #‰ m[x ‘æ v]
[ASSIGN]

m0 „ s1 #‰ m1 m1 „ s2 #‰ m2

m0 „ seq(s1,s2) #‰ m2
[SEQ]

m „ e0 #‰ true m „ s1 #‰ m

Õ

m „ if(e0,s1,s2) #‰ m

Õ
[IF1]

m „ e0 #‰ false m „ s2 #‰ m

Õ

m „ if(e0,s1,s2) #‰ m

Õ
[IF2]

m „ if(e,seq(s,while(e,s)),skip) #‰ m

Õ

m „ while(e,s) #‰ m

Õ
[WHILE]

Expression evaluation

m „ intconst(i) #‰ i [INTCONST]

m(x) ‘æ v

m „ var(x) #‰ v

[VAR]

m „ e #‰ v unary(uo,v) #‰ v

Õ

m „ unary(uo,e) #‰ v

Õ
[UNARY]

m „ e1 #‰ v1 m „ e2 #‰ v2 binary(bo,v1,v2) #‰ v

Õ

m „ binary(bo,e1,e2) #‰ v

Õ
[BINARY]

n

The inference rules leverage some additional notation:

• m(x) ‘æ v — This form of premise, as exercised in rule [VAR], applies a
store m in the sense of function application. The premise fails, if the store
does not map the given variable identifier x to any value v.
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Small-step operational semantics of 
a simple imperative language

8.2 Small-step operational semantics 25

Exercise 8.7 (Small steps for values). [Basic level]
The definition of the steps function does not attempt the step function in case
that the argument e is a value. Argue rigoroulsy that no steps feasible anyway
in this case? n

8.2.5 More small-step examples

We define the big-step operational semantics of a few more fabricated lan-
guages of the Software Language Book for illustrative purposes.

8.2.5.1 Semantics of simple imperative programs

We define the small-step operational semantics of the imperative program-
ming language BIPL. The types and meta-variables are the same as in the
case of big-step style; see Section 8.1.6.1. As far as expression evaluation is
concerned, we also adopt the big-step judgment and the corresponding in-
ference rules. That is, expression evaluation remains in big-step style; we
apply small-step style to statement execution only. There is this small-step
judgment:

Èm,sÍ #‰ ÈmÕ
,s

ÕÍ

Given store m, statement s is executed one step resulting in statement s

Õ

and store m

Õ. The desired normal form is Èm,skipÍ for any store m. Obviously,
there is no rule for skip.

Specification 8.7 (Small-step operational semantics of BIPL).

Statement execution

m „ e #‰ v

Èm,assign(x,e)Í #‰ Èm[x ‘æ v],skipÍ
[assign]

Èm,seq(skip,s)Í #‰ Èm,sÍ [seq1]

Èm,s1Í #‰ ÈmÕ
,s

Õ
1Í

Èm,seq(s1,s2)Í #‰ ÈmÕ
,seq(sÕ

1,s2)Í
[seq2]

m „ e0 #‰ true

Èm, if(e0,s1,s2)Í #‰ Èm,s1Í
[if1]

26 8 Operational semantics

m „ e0 #‰ false

Èm, if(e0,s1,s2)Í #‰ Èm,s2Í
[if2]

Èm,while(e,s)Í #‰ Èm, if(e,seq(s,while(e,s))),skip)Í [while]

n

We explain the inference rules one by one:

• [assign] — This is the same semantics as in the big-step case because an
assignment is not a composed statement form and we continue to evaluate
the right-hand side expression in big-step style.

• [seq1] — A sequential composition with an emtpy statement in front can be
simplified to just the second statement of the sequence; the store remains
unchanged.

• [seq2] — A sequential composition may make one step of computation by
making one step with the statement in front, possibly changing the store
along the step.

• [if1] — If the condition e of the if-statement evaluates to true, the statement
s1 of the then-branch combined with the una�ected store m is the result of
the step. When compared to big-step style, s1 is not immediately executed.

• [if2] — Likewise for false and the else-branch.
• [while] — Just like in the big-step semantics, the semantics of a while-

loop is redirected to if(e,seq(s,while(e,s)),skip)—except that the composed
statement is not immediately executed; rather it is combined with the
una�ected store m and returned as the result of the step.

Exercise 8.8 (A derivation sequence for BIPL). [Basic level]
Consider the derivation tree of Illustration 8.7. Provide a complete derivation
sequence for the same initial statement and store. n

Exercise 8.9 (Expression-oriented BIPL). [Intermediate level]
This is the small-step variation on Exercise 8.4. That is, define a small-step
semantics for ditto language. n

Exercise 8.10 (BIPL with nondeterminism). [Intermediate level]
Add the statement form choose(s1,s2) for nondeterministic statement execu-
tion to BIPL. The expectation is that either of the two statements s1 and
s2 is choosen. This form of nondeterminism for an imperative language is
developed in some detail in [NN07]. n
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6 9 Type systems

A proof of type safety would thus show that all well-typed expressions
preserve their type in derivation sequences and that the semantics never gets
‘stuck’ for well-typed expressions; derivation only stops once a value has been
obtained. The definition of type safety may need some adjustments for more
complex languages, but the general idea remains the same.

Because of how syntax-driven both semantics and typing rules are, the
proofs of these properties are relatively straightforward—at least for simple
languages. An essential technique is induction on program phrases or, in
fact, on derivations such that the properties for given phrases are shown to
follow from properties for smaller phrases. We refer the interested readers to
material on programming language theory [Pie02, NN07].

Exercise 9.1 (Type safety for BFPL). [Basic level]
The above formulation is specific to the simple situation of BTL without
context in judgments. Define type safety for BFPL. n

Exercise 9.2 (Type safety for big-step style). [Intermediate level]
The above formulation assumes a small-step semantics. Can you reformulate
type safety so that it applies to a big-step operational semantics? n

9.2 Type checking

Type systems can be implemented in a manner similar to operational se-
mantics. While ‘executable’ operational semantics serve interpretation, ‘ex-
ecutable’ type systems serve type checking. That is, we aim a type checker
(rather than an interpreter) which verifies that the rules of the type system
are obeyed by a given program, i.e., the program is well-typed. Thus, a type
checker is meant to e�ectively rule out programs that may ‘go wrong’. In fact,
we may also implement a type system in a manner that we aim at type in-
ference such that missing types are inferred. We focus here on type checking
and arguably degenerated forms of type inference.

Here is how we expect to use a type checker for BTL expressions:

Interactive Haskell session:

I typeOf (Succ Zero)
Just NatType
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I typeOf (Succ TRUE)
Nothing

In the following illustration, we strive for a systematic mapping of typing
rules to functional program equations implementing a type checker. That is,

Well-typed versus ill-typed programs

The expression Succ Zero is 
of type NatType. 

The expression Succ TRUE 
is ill-typed. 

N.B.: We hint here at how we plan to implement a type system 
effectively as a type checker. This is comparable to implementing an 
operational semantics definition as an interpreter.
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Denotational semantics 
= functional semantics10.2 Direct style 3

storeT = store ‘æ store // Type of store transformation
storeO = store ‘æ value // Type of store observation

In these type definitions, we assume the same definitions for store and
value as in the earlier operational semantics for BIPL. That is, value denotes
the domain of integer and Boolean values, whereas store denotes the domain
of collections of variable name-value pairs. We can read these definitions as
follows. The meaning of a statement is a store transformer, i.e., a function
on stores, thereby describing the e�ect of a given statement on a given store.
The meaning of an expression is a store observer, i.e., a function that takes
a store and returns a value, where the store may need to be consulted due
to the variable expression form, but we assume here that expressions do not
modify the store. We note that deal partial functions, as denoted by the use
‘ ‘æ’ above, due to the possibility of nontermination, ill-typed expressions, and
undefined variables.

10.2.2 Semantic functions

Denotational semantics leverages function definitions as opposed to inference
rules. The functions assign meanings (compositionally) to the di�erent syn-
tactic categories. In the case of BIPL, we need these functions:

S : stmt æ storeT // Semantics of statements
E : expr æ storeO // Semantics of expressions

Thus, the function for the semantics of statements, S, maps statements
to store transformers. The function for the semantics of expressions, E , maps
expressions to store observers.

Compositionality is implied by the following style of defining the semantic
functions; in fact, we use a somewhat extreme style for clarity:

S [|skip|] = skip
S [|assign(x,e)|] = assign x (E [|e|])
S [|seq(s1,s2)|] = seq (S [|s1|]) (S [|s2|])
S [|if(e,s1,s2)|] = if (E [|e|]) (S [|s1|]) (S [|s2|])
S [|while(e,s)|] = while (E [|e|]) (S [|s|])

E [|intconst(i)|] = intconst i

E [|var(x)|] = var x

E [|unary(o,e)|] = unary o (E [|e|])
E [|binary(o,e1,e2)|] = binary o (E [|e1|]) (E [|e2|])

10.2 Direct style 3

storeT = store ‘æ store // Type of store transformation
storeO = store ‘æ value // Type of store observation

In these type definitions, we assume the same definitions for store and
value as in the earlier operational semantics for BIPL. That is, value denotes
the domain of integer and Boolean values, whereas store denotes the domain
of collections of variable name-value pairs. We can read these definitions as
follows. The meaning of a statement is a store transformer, i.e., a function
on stores, thereby describing the e�ect of a given statement on a given store.
The meaning of an expression is a store observer, i.e., a function that takes
a store and returns a value, where the store may need to be consulted due
to the variable expression form, but we assume here that expressions do not
modify the store. We note that deal partial functions, as denoted by the use
‘ ‘æ’ above, due to the possibility of nontermination, ill-typed expressions, and
undefined variables.

10.2.2 Semantic functions

Denotational semantics leverages function definitions as opposed to inference
rules. The functions assign meanings (compositionally) to the di�erent syn-
tactic categories. In the case of BIPL, we need these functions:

S : stmt æ storeT // Semantics of statements
E : expr æ storeO // Semantics of expressions

Thus, the function for the semantics of statements, S, maps statements
to store transformers. The function for the semantics of expressions, E , maps
expressions to store observers.

Compositionality is implied by the following style of defining the semantic
functions; in fact, we use a somewhat extreme style for clarity:

S [|skip|] = skip
S [|assign(x,e)|] = assign x (E [|e|])
S [|seq(s1,s2)|] = seq (S [|s1|]) (S [|s2|])
S [|if(e,s1,s2)|] = if (E [|e|]) (S [|s1|]) (S [|s2|])
S [|while(e,s)|] = while (E [|e|]) (S [|s|])

E [|intconst(i)|] = intconst i

E [|var(x)|] = var x

E [|unary(o,e)|] = unary o (E [|e|])
E [|binary(o,e1,e2)|] = binary o (E [|e1|]) (E [|e2|])

Semantic domains = function types of meanings

Semantic functions = mappings from syntax to semantcs

N.B.: The semantic functions are to be defined compositionally.
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Denotational semantics obeys compositionality:  
define meaning of compound construct in terms of the 
meanings of constituents without reference to syntax.

2 10 Denotational semantics

m0 „ s1 #‰ m1 m1 „ s2 #‰ m2

m0 „ seq(s1,s2) #‰ m2
[SEQ]

m „ if(e,seq(s,while(e,s)),skip) #‰ m

Õ

m „ while(e,s) #‰ m

Õ
[WHILE]

Rule [SEQ] meets the principle of compositionality, but the second rule
violates the principle. That is, the rule for statement sequences applies the
judgment for statement execution simply to the two statements s1 and s2
composed in the sequence seq(s1,s2). By contrast, rule [WHILE ] carries a
premises with a newly composed syntactic pattern which, in addition, also
contains the syntactic pattern of the while-loop itself. Thus, the meaning of
a while-loop while(e,s) is not composed from the meanings of the immediate
constituents e and s of a while-loop. Within the framework of operational
semantics, one cannot define a compositional semantics of while-loops.

Simply speaking, compositionality is good in the same sense as primitive
recursion is better understood and better controllable than general recursion.
Compositionality simplifies reasoning about the semantics without relying
on stepwise computation. Compositionality also helps separating syntax and
semantics in a language definition. Compositionality is not always straight-
forward to achieve for a language construct, as we will demonstrate below
with a fixed-point semantics of while-loops.

10.2 Direct style

We develop the basic approach to denotational semantics on the grounds of
so-called ‘direct style’ which su�ces for many programming language con-
structs; this includes structured programming (sequence, iteration, selection)
in imperative programming languages.

10.2.1 Semantic domains

Denotational semantics assumes that each syntactic category is associated
with a semantic domain. We also used this term earlier in the context of ad-
hoc interpreters and operational semantics. The di�erence is that the typical
semantic domain of a denotational semantics is a domain of functions. Ele-
ments of the domains directly represent meanings of program phrases without
any further reference to stepwise computation or deduction. In the case of
the imperative programming language BIPL, we need these domains to be
associated with the syntactical categories of statements and expressions:

For comparison: 
Big-step operational semantics of imperative programs

N.B.: [SEQ] is compositional, but [WHILE] is not, as the meaning of 
a while-loop is defined here in terms of a constructed phrase 
(which, by the way, contains the while-loop under definition).
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{
...
y = x * x + 42;
if (y < 0)

y = �y;
...

}
n

Basic laws of arithmetics suggest that the involved variable y must be positive by
the time it is tested by the condition of the if-statement. Thus, the condition must
evaluate to false, which implies that the then-branch will never need to be executed.
On the grounds of such a static analysis, i.e., without knowing the exact input x, the
program could be optimized. In this example, we consider signs Pos, Neg, Zero of
variables in the program as properties of interest for abstract interpretation. Compare
this with the standard semantics, where we care about actual numbers stored in
variables. These intuitions are supported by function tables for the arithmetic and
comparison operators on signs:

⇤ Neg Zero Pos ?
Neg Pos Zero Neg ?
Zero Zero Zero Zero Zero
Pos Neg Zero Pos ?
? ? Zero ? ?

+ Neg Zero Pos ?
Neg Neg Neg ? ?
Zero Neg Zero Pos ?
Pos ? Pos Pos ?
? ? ? ? ?

< Neg Zero Pos ?
Neg ? True True ?
Zero False False True ?
Pos False False ? ?
? ? ? ? ?

In these tables, we use ‘?’ to denote that the sign or the truth value of an operand
or a result could or cannot be assigned. In the sample, y is assigned sign Pos because,
for all possible signs of x, the result of x*x has sign Pos or Zero and thus the addition
of 42 implies sign Pos for x*x+42. Hence, the condition must evaluate to False and
the code in the then-branch is dead.

Abstract interpretation has found many application areas; see, for example,
[Cou+12] for an application to refactoring and [CC11] for an application to gram-
mar analysis and parsing. This section relies completely on representing abstract
interpretation in Haskell as opposed to using any semi-formal notation for seman-
tics or analysis. The development will be cursory and pragmatic overall; we refer
to [NN07; NNH04] for a thorough development and to Cousot & Cousot’s line of
seminal work on the subject as initiated with [CC77].

10.4.1 Semantic algebras

An abstract interpreter can be seen as a variation on a normal (a ‘concrete’) inter-
preter where semantic domains and combinators are defined differently. In order to
be able to explore such variation in an effective manner, we need to revise a denota-
tional interpreter to be parameterized in semantic domains and combinators. This is
exercised here for the imperative programming language BIPL and its direct-style
denotational semantics.
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the code in the then-branch is dead.

Abstract interpretation has found many application areas; see, for example,
[Cou+12] for an application to refactoring and [CC11] for an application to gram-
mar analysis and parsing. This section relies completely on representing abstract
interpretation in Haskell as opposed to using any semi-formal notation for seman-
tics or analysis. The development will be cursory and pragmatic overall; we refer
to [NN07; NNH04] for a thorough development and to Cousot & Cousot’s line of
seminal work on the subject as initiated with [CC77].

10.4.1 Semantic algebras

An abstract interpreter can be seen as a variation on a normal (a ‘concrete’) inter-
preter where semantic domains and combinators are defined differently. In order to
be able to explore such variation in an effective manner, we need to revise a denota-
tional interpreter to be parameterized in semantic domains and combinators. This is
exercised here for the imperative programming language BIPL and its direct-style
denotational semantics.

A program that can be optimized.

Abstract semantic domains involved in optimization
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Illustrative lambda expressions
Lambda abstraction, i.e., 

abstract over lambda 
expressions

Lambda abstraction, i.e., 
variables abstract over 

lambda expressions

Function applicationFunction application by 
juxtaposition

Variable reference

N.B.: The 𝝀-calculus is 
essentially a very simple 
 functional programming 

language.

2 11 The lambda calculus

second occurrence of x is in the body of the function, i.e., var(x), thereby referring
to the argument. Thus, x is ‘bound’ and x is ‘returned’—which is why this is the
identity function.

// Function composition
lambda( f , lambda(g, lambda(x,apply(var( f ),apply(var(g),var(x))))))

The expression binds three arguments, f , g, and x, by means of a nested lambda
abstraction. In the final body, g is applied to x and f is applied on top—which is
why this is function composition.

Thus, the constructs of the lambda calculus are these: variables, lambda abstrac-
tions, and function applications. In the literature, it is common to use a concrete
syntax for lambda expressions—also in defining semantics and type system. Thus:

Abstract syntax Concrete syntax
var(x) x
apply(e1,e2) e1 e2
lambda(x,e) lx. e

This notation goes with the convention that application associates to the left, i.e.,
e1 e2 e3 = (e1 e2) e3. We may also abbreviate nested lambda abstractions, subject to
the convention that lx1 x2. e = lx1. (lx2. e).

In such concrete syntax, we represent the earlier examples as follows:

// Identity function
lx. x
// Function composition
l f g x. f (g x)

Lambda abstractions are viewed as ‘values’ (normal forms) in the sense of re-
duction, as we will see below. We use meta-variables as follows:

Type Meta-
variable Purpose

expr e expressions
varid x variable identifiers
value v values (lambda abstractions)

To better convey that the lambda calculus is indeed the core of functional pro-
gramming, let us capture the examples discussed above, i.e., identity function and
function composition, in Haskell.

Interactive Haskell session:

I let id = l x ! x
I let (.) = l f g x ! f (g x)
I id 42
42
I (not . not) True
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Illustrative System F expressions

2 11 The lambda calculus

second occurrence of x is in the body of the function, i.e., var(x), thereby referring
to the argument. Thus, x is ‘bound’ and x is ‘returned’—which is why this is the
identity function.

// Function composition
lambda( f , lambda(g, lambda(x,apply(var( f ),apply(var(g),var(x))))))

The expression binds three arguments, f , g, and x, by means of a nested lambda
abstraction. In the final body, g is applied to x and f is applied on top—which is
why this is function composition.

Thus, the constructs of the lambda calculus are these: variables, lambda abstrac-
tions, and function applications. In the literature, it is common to use a concrete
syntax for lambda expressions—also in defining semantics and type system. Thus:

Abstract syntax Concrete syntax
var(x) x
apply(e1,e2) e1 e2
lambda(x,e) lx. e

This notation goes with the convention that application associates to the left, i.e.,
e1 e2 e3 = (e1 e2) e3. We may also abbreviate nested lambda abstractions, subject to
the convention that lx1 x2. e = lx1. (lx2. e).

In such concrete syntax, we represent the earlier examples as follows:

// Identity function
lx. x
// Function composition
l f g x. f (g x)

Lambda abstractions are viewed as ‘values’ (normal forms) in the sense of re-
duction, as we will see below. We use meta-variables as follows:

Type Meta-
variable Purpose

expr e expressions
varid x variable identifiers
value v values (lambda abstractions)

To better convey that the lambda calculus is indeed the core of functional pro-
gramming, let us capture the examples discussed above, i.e., identity function and
function composition, in Haskell.

Interactive Haskell session:

I let id = l x ! x
I let (.) = l f g x ! f (g x)
I id 42
42
I (not . not) True

N.B.: These expressions 
are polymorphically 
typed in System F.
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• A foundation for  

• implementing  

• compilers (code generators, optimizers), 

• refactoring tools, 

• bug finders, 

• and, in fact, pretty much any language-based technology. 

• proving program correctness 

• …

Programming Language Theory: 
What is it good for?
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Online resources

YAS’ GitHub repository contains all code. 
YAS (Yet Another SLR (Software Language Repository)) 

http://www.softlang.org/yas 
All lectures are supported by Haskell code.

The Software Languages Book 
http://www.softlang.org/book 

There is a part on programming language theory.


